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Human beings – both ancient and modern – have not only associated the 
word “fish” with food, but also, to a very great degree, with a marketable 
commodity linked with money. For such a sea-oriented people as the Greeks, 
who established settlements on the shores of the Mediterranean and Pontos, 
and whose dependence on the waterways and marine resources was extraor-
dinary, this association must have been particularly strong. We may assume, 
therefore, that it was not an inverse association. The sporadic appearance of 
fish on coins, or as a coin type all around the Greek world, would also sug-
gest that we are not dealing with a fortuitous phenomenon.

In terms of the ancient Black Sea, where the written sources on economic 
conditions in general – and fishery in particular – are often very scarce, the 
numismatic data may provide an additional piece of evidence. It is generally 
accepted that in Archaic and Classical times the typology of the Greek coins 
was chiefly of a religious character, which it maintained right into the early 
Hellenistic period. Despite this fact there is a fairly large group of types related 
one way or another to the local resources that secured a reputation or prosper-
ity for the specific city or entire region.1 Two of the many examples are the 
barley ear and barley seeds on the well-known silver specimens of Metapontos 
and Leontinoi, respectively (Fig. 1.1-2). The grain ear on the fourth-century BC 
gold staters of Pantikapaion and the wheat seed on the contemporary coins 
of Phanagoria (Fig. 1.3-4), are also totally consistent with what we learn from 
Athenian orators (Dem. 20.31-33; Din. 1.43; Isocr. 17.57) about the role of the 
Bosporos in the international grain trade. An appeal to marine resources was 
no exception here, and the ubiquitous tunny-fish on the electrum and silver of 
Kyzikos may serve as an example (Fig. 1.5,11). Perhaps even more explicitly 
this occurs in the coinage of Gela in southern Sicily where we find a young 
male head surrounded by fishes representing a local river god (Fig. 1.9).

On the other hand, some emblems, which at first glance seem to belong 
to the same group, should perhaps not be regarded as such. For instance, the 
eagle-on-the dolphin symbol occurring on the coins of Sinope, Istros, and 
Olbia (Fig. 1.6-8) can hardly be seen as an allusion to the marine resources of 
these cities, but perhaps to their coastal position.2

More than twenty years ago P.O. Karyškovskij, who discussed this issue 
at length, was inclined to see the dolphin and the eagle as attributes of Apollo 
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Fig. 1. Greek coins of the Classical and Hellenistic periods. 1) Metapontos, AR; 
2) Leontinoi, AR; 3) Pantikapaion, AU; 4) Phanagoria, AR; 5) Kyzikos, EL; 6) Olbia, AE; 
7) Sinope, AR; 8) Histria, AR; 9) Gela, AR; 10) Akragas, AR; 11) Kyzikos, AR. (1-2, 11: 
Gorny & Mosch auctions (126, lot No. 1101; 122, lot No. 1099; 121, lot No. 164), photo 
courtesy of the Gorny & Mosch Giessener Münzhandlung; 4: in commerce; 3, 6-8: Danish 
National Museum, Collection of Coins and Medals, SNG Cop. 6.20, 6.75, 18.281, 6.191, 
photo courtesy of the Museum; 5: CNG auction 14.01.2003, lot No. 301, photo courtesy of 
the Classical Numismatic Group, Inc.; 9-10: after Kraay 1976, pls. 48.826 and 46.797).
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Delphinios and of Zeus, respectively.3 But semantically speaking, the ques-
tion is rather intricate, since a similar design, sometimes with a fish instead 
of a dolphin, occurs both in the Scythian and Graeco-Scythian art, and was 
also distributed far beyond areas of Greek culture as such. Perhaps it should 
be understood as one of the main cosmological symbols of the ancient inhab-
itants of Eurasia, where the eagle seemingly represents the celestial or the 
upper-world whereas the dolphin/fish could represent the water, i.e. the 
underworld.4 Thus, for the Indo-Europeans a combination of the two could 
mean, as suggested by some scholars, a sacred marriage alliance between the 
sky, as a male substance, and the terrestrial or aquatic element, as a female 
substance, something that ultimately guaranteed the existence of everything.5 
Describing the universe by means of a zoological code might though imply 
both the unity and the conflict of opposing principles. In this sense it is to 
some extent semantically similar to the well-known scenes of a wild beast 
attacking a herbivore.6 Indeed, the Greeks might interpret this notion in a 
slightly different way, correlating these two elements with the sacred images 
with which they were more familiar. To illustrate this explanation, one might 
refer to the numismatic parallel from south-western Sicily, namely the coin-
age of the non-coastal polis of Akragas. Not long before its destruction by the 
Carthaginians, the city struck very elegant dekadrachms, the design of which 
was apparently intended to celebrate the Olympic victory of the Akragantine 
Exainetos in 412 BC.7 On the obverse of these coins, the chariot of Helios runs 
between the sky and the sea, which are represented by an eagle and a crab, 
correspondingly (Fig. 1.10).

In order to avoid any further confusion, however, we shall concentrate 
henceforth only on the fish, leaving aside numerous representations of dol-
phins. The evidence is organised geographically starting from the north-west-
ern corner of the Black Sea and following its shores clock-wise.

1. Karkinitis

Karkinitian coins (Fig. 2.1-3) revealing a fish as a main coin type are not 
numerous. It is not long ago, that as a result of excavations of 1980 to 1982 in 
Eupatoria, they were introduced to the scientific world.8 All the specimens are 
bronze and made in the cast technique. This peculiarity strongly indicates the 
influence from the neighbouring city of Olbia, where this distinctive technique, 
foreign to the Greek world as such, was employed from the sixth century BC 
onwards. Archaeological context and parallels in the numismatics of Olbia 
date the issues reliably to the early fifth century BC. According to shape they 
may be divided into two main groups.

The figured cast specimens in the shape of a fish constitute the first of 
these groups. In fact, only one side of the casts represents the fish in relief, 
while the other having a long horizontal rib resembles rather an arrowhead 
(Fig. 2.1).
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Fig. 2. Coins of Karkinitis, Olbia and Chersonesos. 1-3) Karkinitis, AE; 4) Olbia, AE; 
5) Sturgeon shaped bronze figure from barrow 4 near the village of Ryleevka (West 
Crimea); 6-7, 10-11) Chersonesos, AR; 8-9, 12-13) Chersonesos, AE. (1: Gorny & Mosch 
auction 60, lot No. 180, photo courtesy of the Gorny & Mosch Giessener Münzhandlung; 
2: Odessa Museum of Numismatics, photo courtesy of the Museum; 3: after Kutajsov 1986, 
fig. 1; 5: after Koltuchov 1997, 63, fig. 3; 6-8, 11: State Hermitage Museum, Numismatic 
Department, inv.-nos. 25936-25937, 26075, 25945, after casts; 9: Bibliothèque royal de 
Belgique, Cabinet des Médailles, L. de Hirsch Collection 850, after a cast; 10: Hess-Leu 
auction 2.04.1958, lot No. 119, after a cast; 12: Ashmolean Museum Oxford, Heberden 
Coin Room, May bequest 1961, after a cast; 13: Bibliothèque National Paris, Cabinet des 
Medailles, after a cast.)
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The second group is round in shape and consists of two denominations 
showing a fish on the obverse and an abbreviated city-ethnic KA or K on the 
reverse (Fig. 2.2-3).

Kutajsov, who first published and attributed these coins to Karkinitis, con-
sidered the obverse of the last group to be a representation of a dolphin or, as 
he suggested later, one of the sturgeon types. However, taking into account 
their state of preservation and the rather careless execution of the moulds, any 
attempt to identify the fish species should be met with caution. The dolphin, 
it seems, has the least chance of being among the candidates here.

Indeed, more helpful in this respect is the first of the two issues. The gen-
eral outline of the casts, the heterocercal caudal fin with its characteristically 
elongated upper part and slightly upturned snout, leave little doubt that we 
have a representation of one of the sturgeon species, as already recognised by 
the first publishers. A relief horizontal rib, discernible on some of the casts, 
might perhaps also be regarded as a poor reproduction of a scute row, which 
distinguishes this kind of fish. However, the outward appearance showing 
the features characteristic for the entire Acipenseridae (Sturgeons) family is 
not as detailed as to make one agree unreservedly with M. Zolotarev, who 
identifies it as the Huso huso or beluga. As suggested by S.G. Koltuchov, the 
peculiar form of the Karkinitian cast money could perhaps have affected 
the appearance of the sturgeon in the contemporary Scythian animal-style 
metalwork.9 Articles designed or shaped like fish are fairly widespread in the 
steppes of Southern Russia showing an evident concentration in the Lower 
Dnieper region.10 Recent finds from the barrows near the village Ryleevka in 
the north-western Crimea may provide one of the most characteristic examples 
of such representations (Fig. 2.5).11 It is, however, beyond the scope of this 
article to become involved in the details of this issue, although, as in the case 
of the arrowhead money, we certainly cannot exclude the cultural influence 
from Scythia upon the Greeks, rather than vice versa.

2. Chersonesos

2.1 Obv. Parthenos, left.
Rev. Fish r., and club, ΧΕΡ. AR and Æ.
Anochin 1977, nos. 1-7; SNG BM 706.

This type is represented in two metals, which apparently were struck contem-
poraneously. Well-preserved specimens of two different denominations kept 
in St. Petersburg, London, and Oxford12 allow more accurate attribution of the 
fish species (Fig. 2.6,12). Two clearly discernible dorsal fins and a projecting 
anal fin seem to indicate that the die engraver intended to represent a mullet. 
Perhaps this might not be true, however, for the variety of this type with the 
one-letter longer legend ΧΕΡΣ on the reverse, the finest example of this being 
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on the coin from the L. de Hirsch collection in Brussels (Fig. 2.9).13 Despite the 
exceptional state of preservation only one dorsal fin can be identified on this 
specimen with certainty. If this is the case, the most likely candidate would 
indeed be a Pontic shad.

2.2 Obv. Bukranion.
Rev. Fish left or right, and a club beneath. ΧΕΡ. Æ.
Anochin 1977, Nos. 9-12.

The type is represented by bronze specimens only (Fig. 2.8). In all dies known 
to me, the fish has apparently only one dorsal fin, although the entire image 
is so stylised that any attempt to identify the species would be a matter of 
pure speculation. The possibility cannot even be ruled out that we are dealing 
with an extremely poor representation of a dolphin, such as that appearing not 
infrequently on the coinage of Classical and early Hellenistic Byzantion.14

While the silver and bronze of Type 1 belong to the first quarter of the 
fourth century, Type 2 known only in bronze cannot be dated earlier than 
the second quarter of the same century. Amazing though it may seem, apart 
from the club the early coin typology of Chersonesos has little to do with 
that of the metropolis. Permanence of the reverse device, which characterises 
the local coinage for at least a quarter a century, seems to imply an effort to 
introduce it as an emblem of the city. It can perhaps be corroborated by the 
following type:

2.3 Obv. Head of Parthenos in a three-quarter view.
Rev. Butting bull, l.; club and fish beneath. AR.
Anochin 1977, Nos. 23-25.

The same emblem appears here as an additional element of the type (Fig. 2.10-
11). However, this attempt seemed to fail and from about 360 BC, the fish, 
unlike the club, disappears entirely from the Chersonesean coin typology. 
Although the reason for this alteration remains unknown, we may assume that 
the annexation of the fertile plain of the western Crimea, where the earliest 
Chersonesean presence recorded at Panskoye I is datable to exactly the same 
period,15 could perhaps lead to the shifting accents in the polis’ economy.

In spite of this it would be erroneous to think that fishing was losing its 
importance in the following periods of the city’s history. On the contrary, 
fish was certainly both staple food and one of the bases of the Chersonesean 
economy,16 and it maintains this role in the modern city of Sevastopol’, the 
successor to ancient Chersonesos. Perhaps this is most vividly stressed in the 
novel Lestrigonoi by the early twentieth century Russian writer Alexander 
Kuprin, who gives an account of the everyday life of the fishing village of 
Balaklava just on the outskirts of Sevastopol.17 This story makes clear the role 
of the dolphins too, which chase the huge schools of mullet into the deep – but 
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extremely narrow – Balaklava Bay, thereby providing a unique opportunity 
to catch the fish in enormous quantities.18 Characteristically, the images of 
dolphins occur occasionally on the Chersonesean small copper coins at that 
very point when we find the depiction of a fish. However, taking into account 
bone remains of the common dolphin (Delphinus delphis ponticus Barab.-Nik.) 
reported from the rural settlements of the western Crimea19 and Chersonesos 
itself,20 it would seem probable that in some periods it might have been hunted 
for its meat or oil as well.

3. Pantikapaion

3.1. Obv. Lion’s head facing.
Rev. Ram’s head l.; below, sturgeon l.; ΠΑΝΤΙ. AR.
Anochin 1986, Nos. 67-69; SNG BM 852-853.

3.2 Obv. Head of a bearded satyr right.
Rev. Forepart of an eagle-headed griffin left,
underneath a sturgeon l.; ΠΑΝ. Æ.
Anochin 1986, No. 111; SNG BM 869-871.

3.3 Obv. Head of a bearded satyr wearing a wreath, left.
Rev. Head of a sturgeon r.; ΠΑΝ. Æ.
Anochin 1986, No. 81.

3.4 Obv. Beardless head of satyr with wreath left.
Rev. Head of a lion, l., with a sturgeon beneath it; ΠΑΝ. Æ.
Anochin 1986, No. 125; SNG BM 883-885.

Apart from silver coins of Type 1, dating to the late fifth century BC (Fig. 3.1-
2), the remaining coins belong to the late fourth century BC and are bronze. 
The issue of the last type was particularly abundant, and the period of cir-
culation fairly long.

Elements of the types are detailed enough to make it certain that they 
represent one and the same fish species. However, as to its attribution, opin-
ions are not unanimous. Zograph sometimes calls it, “fish of the sturgeon 
family”, sometimes sterlet.21 D.B. Šelov was inclined to see here a Russian 
sturgeon.22 Considering it to be the same sort of reflection of local conditions 
as the horse’s head, bull’s head, the ear of grain, he wrote: “this image … 
unquestionably points toward Bosporos’ wealth in fish and the importance 
of the fishery industry for the country’s economy”.23

As noticed already by a number of scholars, the composition of the entire 
Type 3 with a lion’s head to the left in the centre, the letters in field to the 
sides, and with a fish beneath, clearly reminds one of the reverses of the tet-
radrachms struck in Kyzikos in the fourth century BC,24 which perhaps served 
as originals for the local copper currency (Fig. 1.11).
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In 1964 this motif was discussed in a special article by V.M. Brabič. Fol-
lowing Šelov in identifying the fish as a Russian sturgeon, he suggested 
regarding the entire composition as semantically interdependent. According 
to this view, both lion and griffin appear to carry out a protective function 
regarding grain and fish, which were the basic commodities of the Bosporan 
trade.25 Taking into account the Greek belief that the griffins guarded gold 
from the Arimaspians on the northern edge of oikoumene (Hdt. 3.116.1; 4.13.1. 
Cf. Aisch., Pers. 804) this cannot be completely ruled out. However, it seems 
that the coin emblems allow more accurate attribution of the fish species. A 
distinctive long snout pointed at the tip, which is clearly discernible on the 

Fig. 3. Coins of Pantikapaion. 1-2) AR; 3-5) AE. Sturgeon species: a) Beluga; b) Russian 
sturgeon; c) Starry sturgeon (sevryuga); d) Fringebarbel sturgeon; e) Sterlet. (1-2: after 
Anochin 1986, nos. 67-68; 3: Museum Narodowe Warsaw, inv.-No. 105512, after a cast; 
4: Gorny & Mosch auction 118, lot No. 1150, photo courtesy of the Gorny & Mosch 
Giessener Münzhandlung; 5: Danish National Museum, Collection of Coins and Medals, 
SNG Cop. 6.35, photo courtesy of the Museum.)
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well-preserved specimens (Fig. 3.3-5), as well as the rather narrow body, speak 
in favour of a sevriuga, known also as the starry sturgeon (Acipenser stellatus). 
This species is probably intended by Athenaios when, speaking about Bospo-
ran sturgeons, he mentions genos oxyrinchos or the sharp-snouted variety as 
“not inglorious in the eye of mortals” (Athen. Deipn. 3.116b).

The above is consistent with the fact that among sturgeons it is precisely 
the sevriuga which prevails in the icthyo-faunal remains from the Bosporan 
sites. So in the finds from Pantikapaion, analysed by V.D. Lebedev and Ju.E. 
Lapin, the sevriuga makes up 12.8% against 10.2% and 7.7% for Russian 
sturgeon and sterlet, respectively.26 In the finds from Phanagoria the share 
of the sevriuga was 30.8%, 22.2% being Russian sturgeon.27 Acipenser stellatus 
equally predominates in the modern catches in the Kuban River,28 which in 
antiquity had its main out-fall not in the Sea of Azov as today, but further 
south in the Black Sea near the straits or even in the Taman Bay. Bearing this 
in mind we may also assume here some higher concentration of sturgeons 
than in our time.

Indicating the sources of the economic prosperity of Pantikapaion, the fish 
on its coins might well have had a double significance, implying at the same 
time the city-name. Being related to Pantikapes, one of the main Scythian 
rivers mentioned by Herodotos (4.54), it apparently derives, according to M. 
Vasmer and V.I. Abaev, from the Old-Iranian *panti-kāpa, which should mean 
a “fishy way”.29

Strabon (7.3.18) provides additional evidence on the Bosporan fishery 
while describing the winter extremes of the region. “The severity of the frost” 
– he says – “is most clearly evidenced by what takes place in the region of the 
mouth of Lake Maeotis: the waterway from Pantikapaion across to Phanago-
ria is traversed by wagons, so that it is both ice and roadway. And fish that 
become caught in the ice are obtained by digging with an implement called 
gangame and particularly the antacaei, which are about the size of dolphins” 
(transl. H.L. Jones). H.F. Tozer supposed here that it was ice fishing by means 
of a small round net which is denoted by the term gangame.30 In contrast, V.Ju. 
Marti and H.L. Jones commenting on the same passage assume it indicates 
a different technique.31 “Strabo”, Jones wrote, “seems to mean that the fish 
were embedded in the ice”,32 while the gangame refers rather to a pronged 
instrument resembling a trident.33 This assumption, however, appears in both 
respects to be a matter of confusion. According to Oppian and lexicographers 
gangame is a variety or synonym for sagene and diktyon, both of which mean 
“fishing net”.34 Both A.W. Mair and F. Fajen, the translators of Oppian’s Halieu-
tika, see it as a “drag-net” or “Schleppnetz”.35 Moreover, the change of climatic 
conditions since the Late Classical period was insignificant,36 and assuming 
even the severest frost which might occur in the region, the thought that the 
fish could be frozen into the ice, is rather dubious. Furthermore, in Strabo’s 
account we face another difficulty, when in connection with ice fishing he 
mentions sturgeons. Although the catching of sturgeons could in principle 
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take place in winter, these species seem not to lend themselves to ice fishing. 
In winter while hibernating they congregate in sea-bottom holes and exhibit 
little activity. In spring, when the ice breaks, they rise from the bottom holes 
and move upstream for spawning.

The next group of coin types showing fish leads us to the southern coast of 
the Black Sea. The first area is represented by Sinope and Herakleia. Despite 
the long history of their coinage, which goes back to the sixth century and 
the last quarter of the fifth century BC, respectively, a fish appears solely on 
a few types of bronze from the imperial time. The quality of the images does 
not allow any reliable identification of the fish species.

4. Sinope

Caracalla

4.1 Obv. Bearded head right; ANTONINVS AVG.
Rev. Fish left; C I F SINOP. Æ.
Rec. I.1, 205, No. 134, pl. 28.4.

Geta

4.2 Obv. Head of Geta right; IMP SEPTI GETA.
Rev. Fish left; C I F SI NOPES. Æ.
Rec. I.1, 206, No. 141.

4.3 Obv. Head of Geta right; C P SEPT GETA.
Rev. Fish right; C·I·F· SINOPES. Æ.
Rec. I.1, 206, No. 142, pl. 28.10; SNG Cop. 317.

Alexander Severus

4.4 Obv. Bust of the emperor right; AV·SEV·AΛEXAND.
Rev. Fish left; [C·I·F]S·A·CCXC·III[I?]. Æ.
Rec. I.1, 207, No. 148.

Maximus

4.5 Obv. Bust right; MAXIMVS CAES.
Rev. Fish left; C·R·I·F·S·A[---].
Rec. I.1, 207, No. 153, pl. 28.18.

5. Herakleia

Obv. Herm of Dionysos; ΗΡΑΚΛΕΩΤΑΝ.
Rev. Two tunny fish to l. and r.; in centre, pellet. Æ.
SNG BM 1639.
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Fig. 4. Bronze coins of the southern Black Sea littoral. 1) Sinope, Caracalla; 2) Sinope, 
Geta; 3) Sinope, Maximus; 4) Herakleia Pontike, enlarged 1:1.5; 5) Byzantion, Caligula; 
6-7) Byzantion, Plotina; 8) Byzantion, Sabina; 9) Byzantion, Faustina the Younger; 
10) Byzantion, Lucilla. (1-3: after Waddington, Babelon & Reinach 1904, pl. 28.4, 10, 18; 
4: British Museum, Department of Coins and Medals, SNG BM 1639, photo courtesy of 
the Museum (Andrew Meadows); 5-10: after Schönert-Geiss 1972, pls. 63.1312/2, 68.1361-
1362/2, 69.1374, 73.1420/2, 74.1422/2.)
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In the Sylloge of the British Museum the Herakleian type is dated (very) 
approximately from the early second to the late first centuries BC. However, 
I cannot see any reason for such an early date. On the contrary, taking into 
account the form of the letters as well as the specific design of the reverse type 
paralleled in the coinage of Byzantion, it is more likely that we are dealing 
with a so-called pseudo-autonomous issue of the Late Roman period.

6. Byzantion

The coinage of Byzantion offers us further examples of types representing 
fish, although, to be more precise, we are talking about one and the same 
reverse emblem reproduced repeatedly over more than two hundred years. 
Apart from minor variations the composition constituted by two tunny fish 
does not show much diversity. On the earliest specimens struck in the name 
of Caligula, Trajan, and Sabina the fishes appear alone and, as a rule, facing in 
the same direction. However, the coins of Plotina, the wife of Trajan, already 
reveal further development of the type by adding a dolphin between the fish. 
In this form it survives until the middle of the third century. Starting from 
Plotina, we see the two tunny fish regularly turned in opposite directions.

Concerning this type, E. Schönert-Geiss in her Corpus of the coins of Byzan-
tion of the period of the Roman Empire wrote: „Die Thunfischerei scheint 
auch in römischer Zeit noch immer mit zu der wichtigsten Einnahmequelle 
der Stadt gehört zu haben. Das lässt sich jedenfalls an den zahlreichen Abbil-
dungen zweier Thunfische – dazwischen häufig ein Delphin als zusätzliches 
Symbol für das Meer – erkennen.“37

This assumption is completely consistent with the remark by Athenaios 
when he says that the Byzantians “have so many fish in their part of the world 
that they are all clammy and full of phlegm” (Athen. 4.132e). As to a descrip-
tion of the city, Polybios’ words are even more precise: “the site of Byzantion 
is as regards the sea more favourable to security and prosperity than that of 
any other city in the world known to us, but as regards the land it is most 
disadvantageous in both respects” (Polyb. 4.38.1).

Taking into account the above mentioned, it is tempting to lean towards 
the statement of Schönert-Geiss. However, it turns out that the type being 
discussed seems to have very little if anything to do with the fishing indus-
try of the polis. Being mostly religiously or mythologically determined, the 
coin types reveal no connections with any of the city’s economic activities. 
Furthermore, the fish is well known as an emblem of the Syrian Goddess, 
Atargatis. The fish is one of the elements of her cult legends and in some 
respects her physical appearance was that of a fish (Lukianos, On the Syrian 
Goddess 14).38 The cult of Syrian Aphrodite and Dea Syria seems rather early 
to spread to the various parts of the Greek world where she was generally 
regarded as Syrian Aphrodite. The dedications from Berezan,39 Olbia40 and 
Bizone41 prove that her cult reached as far north as the Ukrainian and Bulgar-
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ian coasts of the Black Sea.42 Being regarded as a goddess of fertility she was 
particularly popular among the female population. Apparently therefore, it 
is not fortuitous that the overwhelming majority of the coin types of the city 
showing two fishes were issued in the name of empresses, while the emperors 
mostly preferred other emblems.43

The same is true for the bronze coins of Anchialos struck in the name of 
Faustina Junior, Crispina, Julia Domna, Maximinus Thrax and Gordian III, 
which conclude my catalogue.44

7. Anchialos

Faustina Junior

7.1 Obv. Head of Faustina right; ΦΑΥCΤΕΙΝΑ CΕΒΑCΤΗ.
Rev. Dolphin between two fish; ΑΓΧΙΑΛΕΩΝ. Æ.
AMNG 435; Mušmov 1912, No. 2788, pl. 17.8.

Fig. 5. Bronze coins of Anchialos. 1) Crispina; 2) Julia Domna; 3-5) Maximinus; 6) 
Gordianus III. (1: after Struck 1912, pl. 6.22; 2: auction Gorny & Mosch 118, lot No. 1631, 
photo courtesy of the Gorny & Mosch Giessener Münzhandlung; 3: photo courtesy of the 
Aeqvitas.com (Heather Howard); 4: photo courtesy of Thomas Burger; 5: auction Lanz 102, 
lot No. 831, photo courtesy of the Numismatik Lanz; 6: in commerce, photo courtesy of the 
Classical Numismatic Group, Inc.)
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Crispina

7.2 Obv. Head of Crispina right; ΚΡΙCΠΕΙΝΑ CΕΒΑCΤΗ.
Rev. Bigger fish r. between two smaller fish l.; ΑΝΧΙΑΛΕΩΝ. 
Æ.
AMNG 453, pl. 6.22; SNG Cop. 431.

Julia Domna

7.3a Obv. Head of Julia Domna right; ΙΟΥΛΙΑ ∆ΟΜΝΑ CΕΒ.
Rev. Dolphin between two fish, in field Γ; ΑΓΧΙΑΛΕΩΝ. Æ.
AMNG 507-508, pl. 7.5; Mušmov 1912, No. 2841, pl. 20.10.

7.3b Obv. Head of Julia Domna right; ΙΟΥΛΙΑ ∆ΟΜΝΑ CΕΒ.
Rev. Bigger fish r. between two smaller fishes l.; ΑΓΧΙΑΛΕΩΝ. 
Æ.
AMNG 509.

Maximinus

7.4 Obv. Laureate head right; ΑΥΤ ΜΑΞΙΜΕΙΝΟC ΕΥCΕΒΗC 
ΑΥΓ.
Rev. Dolphin between two fish. ΑΓΧΙΑΛΕΩΝ. Æ.
AMNG 604-605, pl. 7.38; Mušmov 1912, 2893.

Gordian III

7.5 Obv. Laureate head of Gordian right; ΑΥΤ Κ Μ ΑΝΤ 
ΓΟΡ∆ΙΑΝΟΣ ΑΥΓ.
Rev. Dolphin between two fish. Æ.
AMNG 645; Mušmov 1912, 2923, pl. 17.8.

The resemblance of their reverse type to that of Byzantion is so striking as to 
conclude there was direct adoption from the latter city.45

8. Conclusions

Summing up, we may assert that in a number of cases the coin typology of 
the Greek cities around the Black Sea reflects their dependency on the marine 
resources both in terms of daily food supply and international trade. However, 
as we could see, the distribution of evidence is not homogeneous, neither in 
geographical nor in chronological respects. This does not mean of course that 
fishery was necessarily of less – or of no – importance for areas and periods 
which do not match our list.46 This might have occurred when the develop-
ment of the local coin types had been determined by different reasons, such 
as religion, politics, or others, which as yet escape us.
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On the other hand, we do not see a great diversity among the species 
appearing as a coin type or as part of one. Apart from a few cases we must 
be cautious, however, about inferring that one kind of fish was more impor-
tant than another. While interpreting coin evidence it has to be borne in mind 
that we are at the same time dealing with a work of art where an idea could 
often be more important than a form. Conversely, we can scarcely expect the 
appearance on coins of any fish type with which the local people were not 
familiar.47

Fig. 6. Main Black Sea fish species of commercial importance. 1) Beluga, Huso huso;  
2) Russian sturgeon, Acipenser gueldenstaedtii; 3) Starry sturgeon/ sevryuga, Acipenser 
stellatus; 4) Fringebarbel sturgeon, Acipenser nudiventris; 5) Sterlet, Acipenser ruthenus; 
6) Turbot, Rhombus maeoticus; 7) Pontic shad, Alosa pontica; 8) Flathead mullet, Mugil 
cephalus; 9) Golden grey mullet, Liza aurata; 10) Leaping mullet, Liza saliens; 11)  
Atlantic mackerel, Scomber scombrus; 12) Black Sea anchovy, Engraulis encrasicolus.  
(1, 4-8, 10-11: after http://www.internevod.com/rus/academy/bio/opr; 2-3, 9,  
12: after http://www.fishbase.org).
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Notes

 1 For a helpful overview, see Zograf 1951, 56-71; Kraay 1976, 2-5.
 2 Cf., however, Tichij 1917, 6; Semenov-Zuser 1947a, 13; 1947b, 239, who instead 

of a dolphin saw here a pelamys. Equally dubious is the statement of Semenov-
Zuser that the dolphin-shaped cast money of Olbia must indicate the wide-scale 
consumption of fish by the Black Sea population.

 3 Karyškovskij 1982, 87-89.
 4 See Toporov 1972, 93; Litvinskij 1975, 253-257; Karyškovskij 1982, 92; Raevskij 

1977, 46-49, 53, 119-123; 1985, 109, 111-113, 224 note 21. On fish in Scythian art, 
see now Michel 1995.

 5 Karyškovskij 1982, 98 note 154.
 6 On these scenes in the Scythian animal style, see, e.g., Fedorov-Davydov 1975, 

23-28; Kuz’mina 1976, 68-70; 1987, 3-12.
 7 Kraay 1976, 226.
 8 Kutajsov 1986, 94-97; 1991, 46-69; 1995, 39-59; Zolotarev 1986, 88-93; Anochin 1988, 

133-136; 1989, Nos. 403-406. However, some specimens of this kind were known 
already to P.O. Buračkov (1881, 234-235; 1884, 99, No. 11) and A.V. Orešnikov 
(1892, 11-12, No. 12).

 9 Koltuchov 1997, 63. He outlines that it was V.A. Kutajsov, who first put forward 
this hypothesis, although neither the page he refers to, nor the other pages of 
Kutajsov’s article (1991) reveal it. On the Greek influence upon Scythian animal 
style, see in general Rostovtzeff 1929, 35; Onajko 1976a, 76-86; 1976b, 71-72.

 10 For a brief account of such depictions, see Rostovcev 1913, 45-46; Koltuchov 1997; 
Gavriljuk (in this volume). On the most recent find of the gold fourth-century BC 
fish-shaped plaques from Tumulus 1 near the village of Filippovka, see Aruz et 
al. (eds.) 2000, 120-121, Nos. 58-59.

 11 S.G. Koltuchov’s excavations of 1993. See Koltuchov 1997, 62-63.
 12 The Hermitage collection: Inv. Nos. 25935 and 25936; SNG BM 706; The Ashmolean 

Museum, Heberden Coin Room: May bequest 1961.
 13 Naster 1959, 142, No. 850, pl. 45.
 14 Schönert-Geiss 1970, pls. 1-2, 5-6, 10.
 15 Stolba 1991, 80, 83.
 16 It is evidenced inter alia by the remains of the numerous fish-salting vats of the 

first centuries AD. See Tichij 1917, 12-18; Surov 1948, 3-47; Belov 1953, 19-22; 
Kadeev 1962. One of the second-century AD inscriptions of Chersonesos also 
mentions the fish-market (o¬yópwliv). See Semenov-Zuser 1947a, 35-44; 1947b, 
244-246.

 17 Kuprin 1986, 569-611.
 18 Kuprin 1986, 576-580.
 19 Ščeglov 1978, 26.
 20 Belov 1936, 25; Kadeev 1970, 6.
 21 Zograph 1977, 283.
 22 Shelov 1978, 87 f.
 23 Shelov 1978, 88. Cf. Zograph 1977, 283
 24 Koehne 1857, 353; Zograph 1977, 177; Shelov 1978, 88.
 25 Brabič 1964, 51.
 26 Lebedev & Lapin 1954, 205, table 1, 213.
 27 Lebedev & Lapin 1954, 208, table 3, and 213, table 10 for the other Bosporan settle-
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ments. See also Nikol’skij 1937, 122 (Elizavetovka). A completely different picture 
is provided by the fish finds from Berezan and Olbia, where sterlet (Acipenser 
ruthenus L.), Russian sturgeon (Acipenser güldenstädti Brandt) and beluga (Huso 
huso L.) certainly prevailed in the catches. See Ivanova 1994, 280-81, tables 1-2.

 28 Marti 1941b, 95. 
 29 Vasmer 1923, 67, 73; Abaev 1949, 170, 175, 193.
 30 Tozer 1893, 196.
 31 Marti 1941b, 97.
 32 Jones 1924, 225, note 6.
 33 Jones 1924, 225, note 7.
 34 Opp. Hal. 3.81: γáγγαµα τ′ η¬δ′ uJποχαì περιηγéες η¬δè σαγhvναι; Pollux 2.169.3: καì o™ 

περì αujτòν τóπος γáγγαµον, ejπεì νεuvρων ejστì πλéγµα, καθáπερ τò δικτυẁδες oÇ νùν 
καλει'ται γáγγαµον h] wJς πολλοì σαγhvνη; Ps.-Zonaras 419.27: Γαγγáµη. η™ σαγhvνη, 
τò δivκτυον; Photius, Lex. Г 3.1: Γαγγáµη· δíκτυον. κυρivως δè σαγhvνη· e¢νθεν καì οi™ 
σαγηνεuvοντες γαγγαµουλκοiv; Hesych. s.v. γαγγáµη· σαγhvνη h¢ δivκτυον α™λιευτικóν. 
καì σκεu'ος γεωργικòν o{µοιον τὴ   κρεáγρaı; Hesych. s.v. γáγγαµον· δíκτυον. (Aisch. 
Ag. 361) καì τò περì τòν o¬µφαλòν τw'ν u™ποχονδρíων; Schol. in Aisch. Ag. 361a.1: 
γáγγαµον· δíκτυον.

 35 For a more detailed discussion, see Bekker-Nielsen 2002b, 217,
 36 See, e.g., Bučinskij 1953, 29; Borisov 1956, 540.
 37 Schönert-Geiss 1972, 34.
 38 See Wright 1990, 32, 35-38. On her cult in general, see also Hörig 1984, 1536-1581; 

Bilde 1990, 151-187, with literature. On the other hand, one should agree with 
Schönert-Geiss (1972, 36) in interpreting one of the most common coin types of 
Byzantion, showing two basket-shaped objects with an altar in between on the 
reverse, as torches (see already Head 1911, 270; Fıratlı & Robert 1964, 155-156) 
rather than fish-traps (see, e.g., Franke 1968, 16-17).

 39 Rusjaeva 1992, 104; Dubois 1996, 122, No. 74. Dedicatory graffito of the sixth 
century BC: ∫Αθηνοvµα[ν]δρoς µ jα¬νevqekeν Αfρodivthi Surivhi.

 40 Tolstoj 1953, 24, No. 25; Rusjaeva 1992, 104; Dubois 1996, 122, No. 73. Graffito on 
the fifth-century BC black-glazed kylix: ∫Αϕºrodivthi Surivhi Mhtrwv.

 41 IGBul I, 8bis: [QeàÛ S]urivaÛ.
 42 For additional evidence from the Black Sea, see Alexandrescu Vianu 1997, 

15-32.
 43 Cf. also the Olbian dedication made by a woman. See note 40.
 44 Due to the lack of an image I omit here a single type of Kallatis of the autonomous 

period mentioned by Mušmov (1912, No. 222).
 45 Concerning this coin type of Anchialos, cf., however, Strack 1912, 207: “Ackerbau 

und Weinbau verbürgen die Münzen, und auch den Fischfang und die Schiffahrt 
deuten sie klar an”.

 46 Cf., e.g., mention of the fish-market (i ¬ cquopwvlion) in the Protogenes decree from 
Olbia (IOSPE I2, 32 B.4).

 47 Notwithstanding the great variety of fish in the Black and Azov Seas amounting 
to more than 130 different species, less than 15% of it seems to be of commercial 
importance. The number of species suitable for export is even smaller. The data 
provided by N.E. Maximov regarding catches along the northern shore of the 
Black Sea from the Danube to the Kerch Straits in the period around 1910 gives an 
idea as to its quantitative and qualitative composition (See Andrusov & Zernov 
1914). With 11,000 people engaged in fishery there the annual take totalled: flat-
head mullet – 18,000 specimens, leaping mullet – 300,000 specimens, golden grey 
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mullet – 13,525,000 specimens, Atlantic mackerel – 73,880,000 specimens, Russian 
sturgeon, starry sturgeon, and beluga together – c. 424,000 kg, turbot – c. 512,000 
kg, Pontic shad – c. 120,000 kg, Mullus barbatus ponticus – c. 208,000 kg, Black Sea 
anchovy – c. 1,440,000 kg, zostericola – c. 624,000 kg. This covers all the varieties 
we find listed in, for instance, the Varna Convention of 1959 concerning fishing 
in the Black Sea (Convention Concerning Fishing in the Black Sea, Varna, 7 July 
1959 [http://fletcher.tufts.edu/multi/texts/tre-0230.txt]). The catch of the other 
species was minor and was not of commercial importance, which might be of 
some relevance. This is consistent with the osteological materials obtained from 
the sites excavated in western Crimea. Among the species reported are golden 
grey, flathead, and leaping mullets, Russian sturgeon, turbot (Rhombus maeoticus 
Pall.) and others. As has been proved by the studies conducted in the 1960s the 
last 2,000 to 2,500 years do not reveal any significant changes as to varieties, 
their proportion, areas of fattening, wintering, as well as periods and routes of 
migration of the main kinds of commercially viable fish (Ščeglov & Burdak 1965; 
Burdak 1966; Burdak & Ščeglov 1966; Ščeglov 1969; 1978, 26).


